CERTIFICATION COMPLIANCE DOCUMENTS FORMAT

DEFINITIONS

'REG' List of the applicable Certification Requirements for example

- FAR 23.1
- FAR 25.659
- JAR 27.659
- JAR 29.659

'SUBJECT' A partial or complete text of the regulation/paragraph

'MOC' The Means Of Compliance consists of the following codes (as guideline)

1 Definition
2 Drawings and Descriptions
3 Calculations and Analysis
4 Functional Hazard Assessment
5 Safety Assessment
6 Lab/Rig Test
7 Ground Test
8 Flight Test
9 Inspection/Survey
10 Simulator Test
11 Equipment Qualification

'Compliance Statement'

For all the affected Regulation, a Compliance Statement shall be made by the applicant as to the methods and means of demonstrating the compliance against the applicable regulation.

'Compliance Doc. Reference'

This lists the applicable Certification documents which provide the demonstration of compliance against the corresponding regulation.